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Abstract— The automation of a portable extracorporeal sup-
port system may greatly help people who suffer from cardio-
genic shock by providing them with an optimal oxygen perfu-
sion and avoid mult-organ failure while being transported to a
hospital. This however requires the creation of tools that help
in the design of the ideal controller. In this paper a simulation
environment is described were a cardiovascular model from
the ISR Physiome database was used together with a model
of a portable extracorporeal support system. Additionally a
model of an oxygenator/blender model is introduced to allow
the simulation of oxygen perfusion. Fuzzy controlling was used
for automation since it allows a straightforward implementation
of expert knowledge. Through the simulation environment
different scenarios may be created where intensive testing is
possible and constant repetition for control optimization. Initial
simulation results are given of the fuzzy controller adjusting the
extracorporeal flow rate and oxygen administration for a case
of low cardiac output.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of new technologies have enabled the

miniaturization of medical devices, allowing them to be used

in new areas where portability is necessary. This gives great

benefits to the patient since medical treatment may be given

faster in the place needed. A specific case is the use of an

extracorporeal support system (ECSS). These systems are

routinely used in cardiac surgery [1], however patients who

suffer from a cardiogenic shock can benefit with the use of

a portable ECSS reducing the risk of death or multi-organ

failure [2], [3], [4]. This brings new challenges since the

current operation of an ECSS is made by trained perfusionists

who may not always be available on site. For this reason the

objective of this project is to design a controller capable

of monitoring the patients vital signals and adjust the ECSS

parameters reducing the workload of a human operator while

giving an optimal perfusion to the patient.

In order to design this controller a simulation environ-

ment was created capable of recreating the behavior of

the cardiovascular system connected to an ECSS. Previous

work was presented where a cardiovascular model from

the NSR Physiome Project was extended with a model of

a portable heart-lung machine (HLM) [5]. In the current

paper a description is given of how the previous model was

extended to simulate the gas exchange happening inside the

lungs and the gas exchange within the Oxygenator of the
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HLM. This allows the regulation of oxygen concentration

given to the oxygenator with the use of a gas blender.

This regulation will depend on the blood oxygen saturation

(SpO2) of the patient and the extracorporeal flow rate (EFR).

As a control mechanism fuzzy logic was used since it

gives the possibility of translating the experience of doctors

to rules that can be easily implemented by the controller.

To allow the simulation of different scenarios the model

was modified to represent various patient disorders. Addi-

tionally a fuzzy control is described as a multiple input

multiple output (MIMO) system, controlling the speed of the

centrifugal pump and the fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2)

together with the gas volume provided by the oxygen blender.

At the end results are given of the control behavior

during simulation. The use of this simulation environment

has proven to be appropriate in the process of designing a

controller to be used in an ECSS.

II. EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATION

When a patient suffers from cardiogenic shock its heart

is not capable of generating enough blood flow to maintain

adequate tissue perfusion. This bring complications increas-

ing the risk of multi-organ failure and possible death. Proper

treatment can be given to the patient within a hospital how-

ever the risk of death is increased in the absence of oxygen

perfusion to the body while being transported. To overcome

this a portable ECSS is used. This device circulates the blood

out of the patient to be reoxigenated in an oxygenator and is

sent back to the body. Its main components are a centrifugal

pump, a gas oxygenator a reservoir and a filter. The blood

flow generated by the centrifugal pump and the amount of

oxygen administered is adjusted by a trained perfusionist. For

the proper operation of the ECSS constant supervision and

adjustemnts are required, however with the use of a controller

the need of constant supervision may be reduced, focusing

the atention on the patient.

III. SIMULATION MODEL

A simulation model was used to design and test the

designed controller. This model consists of two main compo-

nents: a cardiovascular model and an ECSS model describing

the extracorporeal blood flow and blood oxygenation.

A. Cardiovascular Model

The cardiovascular system was based on a closed-loop

model obtained from the ISR Physiome database [6]. It

consists of a four-chamber varying-elastance heart, a peri-

cardium, a systemic circulation and pulmonary circulation.
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Fig. 4. Simulation Results

VII. DISCUSSION

A simulation environment has proven to be essential in the

development of a controller for a medical device. It allows

the verification of the controller software components by

generating different scenarios and constant repetition thus

eliminate the risk of failure. Additionally the capability of

stopping a simulation at a given time and analyzing a specific

setup step by step allows the correction and optimization of

the implemented rules.

Previous work [13] reported the results of using a simple

fuzzy controller. By adding more membership functions

to the input and output variables and including the input

tendencies it was possible to model the behavior of the

controller in more detail. The reaction of the output variables

may be adjusted when the target values are further away from

the inputs and also when the target value is almost reached

avoiding an overshoot.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusions

A portable ECSS may be of great benefit for people who

suffer from cardiogenic shock. It provides oxygen perfusion

essential to the body while being transported to a hospital.

To achieve this a constant and proper adjustment of the

ECSS is needed. This is made possible with the automation

of the ECSS. Fuzzy control allowed a straight forward

implementation of expert knowledge.

Intensive tests are needed for the verification of the con-

troller. With the simulation environment a detailed analysis

of the implemented rules can be done by constantly recre-

ating different scenarios until an optimal control response is

achieved.

B. Future Works

Including more variables and increasing the membership

functions for each input increases significantly the amount of

rules needed. A learning algorithm is to be designed to help

in the creation of the required rules and the adjustment of the

membership functions. Additionally this learning algorithm

is intended to adapt to the needs of each individual patient

with the implementation of a neuro-fuzzy controller.
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